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Wallbarn supplies a range of timber and decking products. We focus on top quality, durable, long lasting 
decking materials. These include tropical hardwood tiles in a variety of profiles, styles and sizes and 
the award winning iDecking Revolution decking design, featuring EasyClick and EasyChange fixing 
systems and the innovative Duro Excellence composite decking material.

HELPING TO CREATE PERFECT SPACES FOR ROOFTOP LIVING 

Wallbarn is therefore certified to supply FSC certified timber.

FSC® 100% Chain of Custody certified timber – number SGS-COC-007242.

The FSC® scheme means that the certified timber can be traced back to well-managed forests in  
accordance with the rules of The Forest Stewardship Council®.
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TROPICAL HARDWOOD TIMBER DECKING TILES
Wallbarn supplies a range of hardwood timber manufactured in tile form. These easy to install tiles mean that natural, beautiful 
tropical hardwood can be laid onto roofs, terraces and balconies in a similar manner to paving slabs. The timber is suspended 
on ASP pedestals without the need for mechanical fixings. 

 

By using suspended hardwood decking tiles, installers can combine the natural, attractive finish of wood with the ease and 
speed of laying paving slabs. Installers avoid the need to lay joist frames and drill planks into place. Unlike traditional long-plank 
decking systems, specialist carpentry skills are not required. It is a matter of ensuring the levels are correct and resting the tiles 
in place. 

Another major advantage over long-plank decking is the size of the tiles. They measure 500 x 500 x 30mm and are easy to 
transport and handle on site.

   

As long as the terrace area is surrounded by a parapet around the perimeter, the timber will remain securely in place. The tiles 
do not come into direct contact with the surface beneath, meaning waterproofing membranes are not compromised therefore, 
reducing the risk of damage, and improving rainwater drainage as outlets are fully accessible.

Wallbarn offers only the best quality hardwood timber. The species chosen are ultra-hard and dense, in order to repel moisture 
and rotting and to cope with the British climate in the long term. They have smooth grains which are unlikely to splinter or scratch 
on the surface and are resistant to insect and mildew damage. These tiles are extremely strong and weight bearing.
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Wallbarn tropical hardwood timber tiles are ideal for use on areas where only a low height threshold is available. Because a 
structural joist is not required, decking areas with very tight height restrictions are now possible. 

The tiles are installed in conjunction with Wallbarn ASP, Megapad or fixed height pedestals / support pads.

   

The tiles are suspended on the supports in the same way as a paving slab. The weight of the tiles holds the system in place. The 
crucifix shaped positioning lugs hold the square edges securely in place. The corners of four tiles will sit onto each pad and the 
lugs give a clear separation between each tile and ensure uniform and straight alignment.

   

The tiles can be installed with all “deckboards” running in the same direction, or in the “chess board” formation. Both styles are 
equally effective and are purely a matter of design. 

The major advantage of this system is that if the deck beneath ever needs to be inspected, a tile can be easily lifted up.

Unsightly objects such as roof drain outlets, pipework and services can be covered and accessed at any time. Beautiful finishes 
can be achieved with the minimum of disruption and labour.
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TYPE OF TIMBER AVAILABLE
All timber used in Wallbarn tropical hardwood timber tiles has been selected to withstand long-term exposure to the UK climate. 
They are resistant to decay and water ingress and provide a superior, permanent wood finish on exterior decks. 

Wallbarn stocks timber tiles made from Ipè (Lapacho), Cumaru (Dipteryx Odorata) and Garapa (Apuleia Leiocarpa) as standard. 

Other species, such as Thermo Ash, Massaranduba and Green Heart are also available as non-standard items.

Ipè 
Ipè wood from Brazil is one of the toughest most durable woods available. It ranges in colour from a dark brown to olive green 
and pale brown appearance. The colour can differ even on an individual tile. It is also known as Lapacho or Brazilian Walnut. Its 
botanical name is Tabebuia spp, from the family Bignoniaceae.

It is very low maintenance and is ideal for decking schemes in private residential, commercial and public areas alike. The wood 
is used extensively in marine and cladding areas due to its resistance to water. Because it has such a tight grain it is recognised 
for its high resistance to mildew, termites and rotting. It dries very well and becomes extremely hard, which means it has to be 
pre-drilled and cut with a mechanical saw. 

It carries a Class A fire rating and will last well over 25 years. It is nicknamed “ironwood”.

When exposed to sunlight and long-term adverse weather conditions, the wood undergoes a natural tone and colour alteration 
and will change in colour to a silvery grey. Treating the wood at least once per year with natural oils is recommended to help 
enhance the original colour. 

Cumaru
Cumaru is also known for its exceptional hardness and durability. It is also known as Brazilian Teak, Almendrillo, Champanha, 
Tonka or Southern Chestnut. Its botanical name is Dipteryx Odorata, from the family Fabaceae.

This dense wood has a range of colours varying from a tan brown to a reddish brown with some pieces offering a black or 
purplish striping. Unlike most exotic hardwood, cumaru undergoes very little colour change due to UV light. The colour will tend 
to fade rather than change drastically, becoming a more uniform colour over time.

This exotic hardwood is a great choice in both residential and commercial installations, especially to users who prefer a more 
brownish look to their application.

Garapa
Garapa is also known as Brazilian Ash, Grapia, Amarealao, Marotoa, Muiratua or Muirajuba. ‘Its botanical name is Apuleia 
Leiocarpa from the family Caesalpiniceae.

It is a quality hardwood with a light yellow to golden honey colour and a fine grain. It is an excellent alternative for those who want 
a lighter coloured hardwood for a decking scheme. It is naturally resistant to rotting, decay and insect attack. The colour will fade 
over time to a greyish silvery colour. It is a little easier to cut and drill than cumaru and ipe and tools will last longer.

Regular cleaning and maintenance with appropriate detergents and oils will keep all tropical hardwood in the best condition.

FSC® CERTIFIED TIMBER 

Wallbarn has Forest Stewardship Council®  Chain of Custody certification. 

The FSC®  scheme means that the certified timber can be traced back to well-managed forests in 
accordance with the rules of the Forest Stewardship Council® .

Every party, from the grower to the processor to the manufacturer of the tiles to the end user is tracked and 
audited to ensure that they have complied with the ethical and well managed forest practices laid down by 
the FSC® . The whole chain is monitored.

FSC®  100% Chain of Custody certified timber – number SGS-COC-007242.

Only fully certified companies within the Chain of Custody can use the official FSC® logo against FSC®  certified timber. FSC® 
credited timber is clearly distinguished and marked as separate from non-FSC timber and the mark can only be used with FSC® 

material.

Please contact us for full details of compliance to FSC®  Chain of Custody and more information on the scheme.
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DETAILING
All the tiles are manufactured with seven boards / planks running in one direction. The boards have a series of small ridges / 
castles on the upper side to aid grip. 

They are reinforced underside with an additional board /plank fixed at each end and a diagonal cross beam to provide extra 
strength and durability. All the boards are fixed together with rust-resistant screws.

   

The timber decking tiles can be cut into shapes to fit around awkward areas, edges and details without becoming unstable, due 
to the reinforced underside. The grain is smooth and uniform in most cases, so sawing and drilling is possible. It is essential that 
installers ensure that pedestals are situated under all cuts, edges and corners in order to sufficiently support the tiles. 

   

Because the timber is so dense and strong Wallbarn recommends that carbide tipped saw blades are used when cutting the 
tiles. Saw blades will become blunt very quickly when working these types of timber. To avoid the wood splitting, Wallbarn 
recommends pre-drilling all fixing holes before screwing into the wood.

Borders and profile pieces made from the same timber species are available and can be fitted to the edges of the tiles to help 
give termination and a more attractive finish.

Wallbarn hardwood timber tiles are the easiest, most cost effective way of installing top quality tropical hardwood decking on 
rooftops and terraces.
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LANDSCAPING OPTIONS USING TIMBER TILES
These timber tiles can be used in conjunction with other landscaping materials to create highly creative and natural spaces on 
rooftops and podium decks. With the push to add nature to high density areas and also to utilise the building footprint more, roof 
gardens can be constructed with the minimum of disruption using these timber tiles, mounted onto Wallbarn pedestals.

 

  

The height threshold can easily be set to the level of the green roof so that the decking area is flush to the level of the vegetation. 
By not having the added height of the timber joists, these hard-and-soft rooftop schemes are achievable in more instances.      

 

 

  

Refurbishment works are also more possible with the lower height thresholds since pre-existing elements such as handrails or 
damp-proof courses can be accommodated more easily without the need for alteration.

   

Using hardwood timber tiles and adjustable supports is a far easier way to achieve the correct level on terraces. They will reduce 
costs and labour time considerably and will avoid the need for constant cutting of timber joists and re-measuring.
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RAW MATERIAL IPE CUMARU GARAPA

BOTANICAL NAME LAPACHO, TABEBUIA SPP DIPTERYX ODORATA APULEIA LEIOCARPA

DENSITY (GREEN) 960KG/M3 910KG/M3 670KG/M3

DENSITY (DRY) 994KG/M3 1,138KG/M3 830KG/M3

JANKA HARDNESS 3684 3540 1631

BENDING STRENGTH 
(GREEN)

1,579KG/M2 1,357KG/M2 956KG/M2

BENDING STRENGTH (DRY) 1,825KG/M2 1,917KG/M2 1,278KG/M2

CRUSHING STRENGTH 
(GREEN) 1,825KG/M2 1,917KG/M2 380KG/M2

CRUSHING STRENGTH 
(DRY) 725KG/M2 634KG/M2 554KG/M2

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (GREEN) 0.92 0.86

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (DRY) 1.08 0.9 0.66

HARDNESS 1,671KG 1,606KG 740KG

SHEARING STRENGTH 114kg/m2 kg/m2 129kg/m2

WEIGHT 994kg/m3 1,138kg/m3 835kg/m3

RADIAL SHRINKAGE 6.6% 5% 4.4%

TANGENTIAL SHRINKAGE 8% 7.6% 8.5%

VOLUMETRIC SHRINKAGE 13.2% 12% 14%

COLOUR
Dark green to olive green 
to dark brown to mid-
brown

Chestnut / dark honey 
colour to reddish brown

Yellowish beige to 
yellowish brown

TEXTURE Fine, tight grain Unstressed fibrous Fine, smooth grain

DURABILITY
Very hard, resistant to 
termites, fungus, marine 
attack and damp

Resistant to fungal 
and marine attack, high 
resistance to decay

Resistant to termites, 
marine attack, fungi and 
decay

LIFESPAN 25 years 20 years Up to 15 years

SIZE OF TILE 500 x 500mm 500 x 500mm 500 x 500mm

THICKNESS OF TILE 30mm 30mm 30mm

WEIGHT OF TILE 6kg 5kg 4kg

SAWING 
CHARACTERISTICS

Regular sawing but blunts 
machinery quickly due to 
extreme hardness – carbide 
tipped blades recommended

Difficult. Splits due to 
irregular grain

Relatively easy to cut

DRILLING 
CHARACTERISTICS

Easy but blunts 
machinery quickly due to 
extreme hardness

Easy but with defects. 
High quality drill bits 
recommended

Easy but with defects. 
High quality drill bits 
recommended

PRE-DRILL SCREW 
HOLES?

Yes Yes Yes

FINISHING 
CHARACTERISTICS

Good - smooth Good with minor defects Good - smooth

DRYING 
CHARACTERISTICS

Easy with little or no 
defects

Easy but with defects
Easy with little or no 
defects

FIRE RATING Class A Class A Class A

IPE CUMARU

SLIP TEST - BS7976-2 
PENDULUM SLIP TEST

DRY PRINCIPAL (DIRECTION) 64 58

DRY 45 DEGREES 59 55

RESULT: 61.5 LOW RISK 56.5 LOW RISK

WET PRINCIPAL 33 25

WET 45 DEGREES

RESULT:

34

33.5 MODERATE RISK

31

28 MODERATE RISK

TECHNICAL DATA
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“MODULO” FSC®100% PLANTATION TEAK DECKING TILES
Wallbarn also offers larger timber tiles made from FSC® 100% Plantation Teak. These products create a different appearance 
and feel to the smaller tiles featured earlier, and being teak, the colour and grain is also different; so more options are available 
to designers and end clients on landscaping areas.

As with the smaller tiles, using timber tiles, as opposed to long-plank decking systems, avoids many of the time consuming and 
complicated aspects to constructing timber decks. 

 

Larger than the timber tiles featured earlier, these teak tiles have a specially designed fixing mechanism, which means they 
connect together easily to form a more seamless, continuous deck finish. The quality of the timber also creates the most 
luxurious, beautiful appearance.

   

The tiles are pre-formed in the factory so many of the fixings have already been made. They have a special interlocking mechanism 
on the edge of each tile, so that they slot together to form a continuous decking layer. Fixings and cuts are drastically reduced 
as the assembly has been carried out off-site. 

     

This easy-to-install range of decking makes it an extremely fast, easy and hassle-free way to install high quality tropical hardwood 
decking. It offers functionality, aesthetic versatility and durability.
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STYLES

BARCODE
This style is assembled with different plank thicknesses which 
gives a varied “Barcode” appearance.

A pack contains three different sized tiles:

714 x 300 x 40mm

714 x 600 x 40mm

714 x 900 x 40mm

FENCE STYLE
Each plank on the tile is the same width and length and all 
have rounded edges. It to give a more uniform look. 

There is one tile size:

842 x 1,100 x 40mm.

NAVY STYLE 
The planks are of different thicknesses on the tile in a similar 
way to the barcode style. In addition, there is a perpendicular 
border plank at one end which acts as a border edge. 

There is one tile size: 854 x 664 x 40mm
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES VALUES STANDARD DEVIATION

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 600 kg/m³ ± 50 kg/m³

MONNIN HARDNESS 5.15 ± 0.05

VOLUMETRIC SHRINKAGE 
COEFFICIENT

6.9 % ± 0.5 %

TANGENTIAL SHRINKAGE 
COEFFICIENT

4.4 % ± 0.5 %

RADIAL SHRINKAGE COEFFICIENT 2.3 % ± 0.1 %

TANGENTIAL SHRINKAGE COEFF./ 
RADIAL SHRINKAGE COEFF. RATIO

1.9 % /

FIBRE SATURATION POINT 23% /

STABILITY Stable /

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

CRUSHING STRENGTH 41 MPa ± 6 MPa

STATIC BENDING STRENGTH 95 MPa ± 10 MPa

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 10,000 MPa ± 700

NATURAL DURABILITY

FUNGI (ACCORDING TO E.N. 
STANDARDS)

Class 3: moderately durable

DRY WOOD BORERS Durable

TERMITES (ACCORDING TO E.N. 
STANDARDS)-

Class M: moderately durable

USE CLASS ENSURED BY NATURAL 
DURABILITY

3

SPECIES COVERING THE USE 
CLASS 5

NO

TECHNICAL DATA

Source: ASTM D 143-94 (2000) Standard Methods of testing Small Clear Specimens of Timber Cirad – the French Research Centre 
which monitors agricultural & sustainable developments – www.cirad.tropix.fr

All timber FSC® 100% Plantation Teak – Chain of Custody certified timber – number SGS-COC-007242.

TIMBER SPECIES
The tiles are manufactured from Thermo Plantation Teak. All the timber is sourced from approved plantations so the harvesting 
process is fully sustainable. The steam treatment process gives the timber additional strength and moisture resistance properties, 
making it longer lasting and stronger.

The steaming thermic process
The tiles are manufactured using FSC® Plantation Teak. This material has been treated with a special steaming thermic process. 
After this treatment, the Teak takes on a burnished yellow colour, which gives higher resistance to the elements when compared 
to traditional plantation Teak. It also improves the aesthetic appearance.
When exposed to UV sunlight and adverse weather conditions, the teak wood will fade in colour over time and tend to turn grey. 
Regular maintenance with approved cleaning solutions and natural oil can minimise this effect and help to restore the original 
natural colour.

FSC® CERTIFIED TIMBER 
All the Teak used in the manufacture of these tiles is sourced from plantation forests in Brazil and for 
these tiles we use only FSC® 100% certified timber, under guidelines laid out by the Forest Stewardship 
Council®. 
The FSC® scheme means that the certified timber can be traced back to well-managed forests in 
accordance with the rules of the Forest Stewardship Council®.  This means we support the management 
of the sustainable plantations, helping to promote and respect the environment and local workers, without 
damaging precious tropical forests.
Every party, from the grower to the processor to the manufacturer of the tiles to the end user is tracked and 
audited to ensure that they have complied with the ethical and well managed forest practices laid down by 

the FSC® . The whole chain is monitored.
FSC®  100% Chain of Custody certified timber – number SGS-COC-007242.
Only fully certified companies within the Chain of Custody can use the official FSC® logo against FSC®  certified timber. FSC® 
credited timber is clearly distinguished and marked as separate from non-FSC timber and the mark can only be used with FSC® 

material.
Please contact us for full details of compliance to FSC®  Chain of Custody and more information on the scheme.
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iDecking is the new revolutionary way to install high quality composite and tropical hardwood decking. It has been developed for 
speed and ease of installation, sustainability and the most luxurious of finishes and appearance. It can be used on areas where 
very low height thresholds are necessary, making this system much more flexible than traditional decking systems.

There are two options available: EasyClick and EasyChange. These patented designs mean that no fixings or screws are visible; 
the boards are fixed from beneath. Fixing is easy, fast and hassle free. The iDecking systems are supplied as a kit, with everything 
pre-measured and pre-set. It is almost impossible to go wrong.

Installation could not be easier. Everything the installer requires has been fabricated off-site. All installers need to do is assemble 
the components. No screws, no drilling and no fixing of clips are required.

EasyClick EasyChange

Just click the boards into place.
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EASYCLICK 
EasyClick is the ingenious new way to install top quality decking on flat roofs, balconies and walkways. The most luxurious, 
blemish-free DURO Excellence composite and hard wood timber is fitted up to five times faster than traditional methods. 

 

The underside of the deckboards have been pre-grooved, so each board clicks into the bracket beneath, just stamp on the board 
and it clicks into place. The fact that installers do not need to secure fixings into each board is a major labour advantage. The 
battens beneath are made from aluminium, so are very strong and weight bearing whilst being thinner than traditional treated 
softwood joists.

The aluminium battens on the EasyClick system have been fitted with nylon clips in the factory. These clips have been pre-
measured and fixed to the batten to the exact spacing for the deck boards. The grooves on the edges and underside of the deck 
boards are set to click into the dart-shaped clips underneath. Installers do not need to measure the gaps between each deck 
board and no fixings are required between them. 

Once the deck boards are connected into the dart shaped clips (different species of timber have different deck widths, so  
the clips will be laid out at different spacings) they are secured and cannot move out of position. The deck boards can only be 
fitted exactly perpedicular to those battens. It is impossible to fix decking which is not completely straight and uniform using 
this system.  

The overall thickness of the EasyClick system, including batten, clips and deckboards, is 52mm. Unlike tradional decking 
systems, which will require a 100mm timber joist plus the 25mm thick deckboard, EasyClick can be successfully used in areas 
with restricted height access, another significant advantage.
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTALLATION PROCESS
Once a structural deck has been constructed, either using aluminium frame (as pictured), if decking directly onto a concrete 
deck or if laying the battens onto Wallbarn adjustable pedestals (see below), the installation process is fast and straightforward. 

   

The aluminium battens are laid down a maximum of 400mm apart in a line. As the deck boards are fitted onto the clips, they 
should be laid in a staggered formation so that one single board overlaps two battens at the joint, securing the battens together 
and securing the deck board to the battens.       

   

    

Fitting the boards to the battens at right angles brings the system together and one layer secures the other. Steps, edges and 
borders can be accomodated easily. Installers can fix the aluminium battens to the vertical plane and fit the boards as cladding.

EasyClick is ideal for use with Wallbarn Flat Headed adjustable pedestals and Mini Megapads. 

     

This means completely flat decking areas can be constructed on flat roofs, terraces and podium decks which are built to fall for 
drainage. Installation is up to five times faster than by fixing decking by the traditional method.
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REDUCED HEIGHT THRESHOLDS

Remember, with traditional decking methods a 100 x 50mm timber joist is required. In addition to the decking boards this creates 
a build-up of at least 125mm which can often be too great for door thresholds. EasyClick is only 52mm high including the rails 
and deck boards, so it is ideal for refurbishment work, and overlaying areas where door thresholds are very tight. Users can be 
assured that it will be strong enough over the long-term, due to the aluminium battens underneath.

DETAILING
The aluminium battens can be fitted to the vertical plane 
to create steps or cladding sections. The installation is 
straightforward as long as the rails are laid dead straight and 
sufficiently secured. A special profile edging board is available 
to create tidy borders and edges. It will click securely into 
the clips in the same way as the deck boards as it has been 
moulded to exactly match the clip fittings.

For turns or end of runs, an alternative clip, Clip B, is available. 
The boards are fitted into one side of the clip at right angles to 
the other. This is particularly useful for sections where a lateral 
deck board is to be installed, for example over a roof section, 
which may need to be taken up at intervals.
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EASYCHANGE
EasyChange is the new alternative design for fitting these types of decking board. If users need to access the deck at intervals 
after installation, then EasyChange is the perfect solution.

 

The EasyChange system has specially designed clips to hold the deck boards in place and by using a special key (supplied), 
the installers can remove any/all of the boards easily at a future date. This system means that the boards can be taken up and 
replaced multiple times without any of them becoming damaged, or the fixing clips deteriorating. This is a major advantage over 
screwed-in boards, as screw heads will become split when used repeatedly and the screw holes will become damaged over 
time. This is all avoided with the EasyChange system.

The clips have an ingenious patented design, and anchor the boards at the sides, so they will not damage them. These clips are 
shaped to provide easy access via the key, but cannot be moved or altered without it. Therefore, as a security measure, only 
authorised personnel will be able to remove any of the system.

  

 

 

The boards are manufactured with a slightly different shape and edge to the EasyClick boards, and the gap between each board 
is slightly larger, to allow access for the key. The appearance from above, however, is almost identical. 

The end of the decking run can be finished tidily and securely using the special edge piece / stopper, which is screwed into the 
aluminium joist.

EasyChange is particularly suitable for cladding projects 
or areas of decking over items such as drains or service 
hatches. As well as the DURO EXCELLENCE composite 
boards, many types of tropical wood can be milled exactly 
to shape in the factory  

Further details are contained in a separate leaflet. 
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TYPES OF DECKING

DURO EXCELLENCE
The composite decking product is a revolutionary new material. DURO Excellence is made from recycled rice husk and PVC to 
provide one of the most environmentally friendly and durable materials on the market. 

   

Rice husk is a waste product and is normally burned, releasing CO2 and other seriously polluting emisssions into the atmosphere. 
By using this waste product to form the organic content in the DURO Excellence decking, we save the associated emissions from 
entering the environment. DURO Excellence composite is completely recyclable, so at the end of the decking’s lifespan, it can 
be converted into further materials and products in a safe and eco-friendly manner. 

Because DURO Excellence has no wood fibre within it, it is a lot more moisture and mildew resistant than those composites 
containing wood flour or sawdust. It is an extremely tough and durable material that will retain it’s looks for the long-term. It is 
splinter-proof, ant-slip and is more UV resitant than other WPC based composites on the market. 
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DURO Excellence is the same colour throughout the depth of the board and is not just veneered, like some competitor products. 
This “real wood” effect, combined with the lack of visible fixings, gives it a most luxurious finish and highlights what a top-end 
system this decking system is. 

The Virgin PVC and Rice Husk compound is coloured before the extrusion process, so colour uniformity and grain consistency 
is present all the way through each board. This means scratching and fading are far less of an issue when compared to stained 
composite boards. The texture also remains consistant throughout the entire board. 

DURO Excellence comes in a number of different shades, textures and colours – 4 of which are held as stock items.

DURO Excellence offers the most natural looking effect which maintains its performance and appearance over a long period of 
time. It is difficult to tell that this is not real wood when viewed from a distance.

Moor Oak Choco Denim Terra Saddle Teak
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INSTALLATION OF DURO EXCELLENCE USING EASYCLICK & EASYCHANGE

DURO board – smooth surface 140x25x2800mm

EasyClick EasyChange

DURO board – smooth surface 140x24x2800mm

TEST RESULT STANDARD

TENSILE STRENGTH 35.1 N/mm2

ELONGATION AT BREAK 3%

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 015 W / (mk)

DENSITY ca 1280Kg/m3

NAIL WITHDRAWAL TEST 105 N ASTMD 6117

SCREW WITHDRAWAL TEST 312 N ASTMD 6117

HUMIDITY BEHAVIOUR very low humidity absorption

NO DIMENSIONAL CHANGE

WATER ABSORPTION 0.26% - very low humidity absorption

NO DIMENSIONAL CHANGE ASTM D570 ASTMD 6117

LINEAR EXPANSION AT 40°C 0.13%

EMISSION TEST – TUV SINGAPORE, SEPTEMBER 2010

FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION < 0.01mg per m3 per hour

PHTALATE EMISSION

DEHP (DI-ETHYLHEXYLPHTALATE) < 0.003mg per m3 per hour

DBP (DI-N-BUTYLPHTALATE) < 0.003mg per m3 per hour

BBP (BENZYBUTYLPHTALATE) < 0.003mg per m3 per hour

FIRE RESISTANCE CLASS B1

HAMBURG UNIVERSITY TESTS

SLIPPERINESS PASS CEN/TS 15676

FALLING MASS IMPACT RESISTANCE PASS EN 477

FLEXURAL PROPERTIES PASS EN 310

CREEP BEHAVIOUR PASS EN 15534

MOISTURE RESISTANCE UNDER CYCLIC TEST 
CONDITIONS PASS EN 321

SWELLING AND WATER ABSORPTION PASS EN 317

LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION PASS ISO 11359-2

TECHNICAL DATA

TEST METHOD AVERAGE PTV
DURO EXCELLENCE

DRY PRINCIPAL (DIRECTION) 59

DRY 45 DEGREES 125-160MM FLAT HEADED ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT PAD

DRY 90 DEGREES 185-220MM FLAT HEADED ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT PAD

RESULT: 62 LOW RISK

WET PRINCIPAL

WET 45 DEGREES

WET 90 DEGREES

RESULT: 43.66 LOW RISK

DURO

DRY PRINCIPAL (DIRECTION)

DRY 45 DEGREES

DRY 90 DEGREES

RESULT: 61 LOW RISK

WET PRINCIPAL

WET 45 DEGREES

WET 90 DEGREES

RESULT: 42.33 LOW RISK
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TROPICAL HARDWOODS
Both EasyClick and EasyChange can be installed with tropical hardwood as well as the composite material. The factory can 
mill the hardwood so that the boards fit accurately into the clips. The boards will be securley held without the risk of the timber 
twisting or becoming loose. The lack of visible fixings gives the deck a high quality look.

A summary of the different species is given below. Full techical data on all the timber species can be provided on separate 
datsheets. Some of the different types of timber used successfully with EasyClick and EasyChange include:

Ipè
The luxurious and hardwearing “Brazilian Walnut” is ideal for iDecking as it has very tight and smooth grains and does not twist 
or bend. 
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Etherno Bamboo
This steam treatment process turns bamboo into a super-hard, dark coloured, extremely attractive decking material. The thermic 
process actually makes it harder and more dense than ipe. Etherno Bamboo is a product which is not always considered for 
decking, and the thermo process creates a completely different appearance and texture. The Etherno Bamboo is an innovative 
material and further details are available in a separate brochure. 

Bamboo is a product which is not always considered for decking, and the thermo process creates a completely different 
appearance and texture. The Etherno Bamboo product is a trademarked innovation and further details are available in a separate 
brochure. 

TEAK
Teak is a most attractive honey coloured hardwood which gives it a very different appearance to the IPE and Bamboo. 

FSC® CERTIFIED TIMBER 

Wallbarn has Forest Stewardship Council® Chain of Custody certification so can supply FSC certified 
timber. The FSC® scheme means that the certified timber can be traced back to well-managed forests in 
accordance with the rules of the Forest Stewardship Council®.

Every party, from the grower to the processor to the manufacturer of the tiles to the end user is tracked and 
audited to ensure that they have complied with the ethical and well managed forest practices laid down 
by the FSC® . The whole chain is monitored. FSC®  100% Chain of Custody certified timber – number 
SGS-COC-007242.

Only fully certified companies within the Chain of Custody can use the official FSC® logo against FSC®  
certified timber. FSC® credited timber is clearly distinguished and marked as separate from non-FSC timber and the mark can 
only be used with FSC® material. Please contact us for full details of compliance to FSC®  Chain of Custody and more information 
on the scheme.
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OILS & MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
Wallbarn supplies a large range of oil and maintenance products which are available for DURO Excellence composite and 
hardwood decking. They are designed to protect timber and composite materials from dirt, UV, turning grey and adverse weather 
conditions in the long-term.

FOR DURO EXCELLENCE COMPOSITE MATERIAL

SEALING / PROTECTING
DURO SHIELD – FOR BEFORE USE
DURO SHIELD is a protective solution used to preserve and protect the DURO 
Excellence boards used on the EasyClick and EasyChange decking systems from 
Wallbarn. It should be applied to the boards before or during installation and 
before use.
This solution is water-based and helps to seal the decking, preventing water and 
oil stains. It also protects against UV fading and is available in 5ltr tins. Coverage 
is 8-10m2 per litre.  

DURO DROP – FOR BEFORE USE & FOR ANNUAL 
MAINTENANCE
DURO DROP is a clear, water resistant solution designed to prevent water ingress 
and water stains on DURO Excellence decking boards.
This solution is applied with a cloth or soft brush. The boards should be rinsed 
after cleaning with water. DURO DROP is available in 5ltr tins and is 90% 
biodegradable.  

CLEANING

DURO CLEANER 
DURO CLEANER is a clear detergent based washing solution used for normal 
and regular maintenance of DURO Excellence decking boards.
This solution should be applied with a cloth or soft brush and diluted 1 part 
solution to 4 parts water. DURO CLEANER is supplied in 5ltr tins and is 90% 
biodegradable.  

DURO INTENSIVE CLEANER
DURO INTENSIVE CLEANER is a concentrated stain removing solution supplied 
in an aerosol can used to remove deep stains, oil spots and ground-in dirt. It is 
designed for use with DURO Excellence decking boards. 
Spray directly onto the stain, leave for 2 minutes then rinse the boards with clean 
water. The aerosol can is 0.2 ltrs.  

FOR HARDWOOD
MYDECK+ WOOD OIL - LIGHT
mydeck+ WOOD OIL – Light is a natural, neutral coloured, clear oil used to 
revitalise and protect hard and softwood, protecting it against attack against both 
mould and infesting organisms. 
mydeck+ WOOD OIL – Light is available in 1ltr, 5ltr and 25ltr tins and will cover 
approximately 10m2 per ltr.  

MYDECK+ SOAP
mydeck+ SOAP – this detergent is developed to protect exterior wood applications.
It is an effective remover of dirt, residual chlorine, salt and spots. It is safe to use 
with the wood and does not leave stains. It should be used in conjunction with 
mydeck+ WOOD OIL. It comes in a 3ltr tub. 

MYDECK+ GREY OFF
mydeck+ GREY OFF – is designed to remova the grey oxidation which can build 
up on the timber.
It regenerates wood that has become grey and helps to restore the original colour 
of the wooden objects that have been exposed to the elements. It will not damage 
expansion joints or rubber and is biodegradable. It comes in a 3ltr tub and will 
cover approximately 15m2 per ltr.

All of these oils and maintenance products should be installed at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C. Full technical details 
and installation instructions can be provided on request.





For more information please contact: 

Wallbarn Ltd

Unit 16, Capital Business Centre • 22 Carlton Road • South Croydon • CR2 0BS • UK

T: +44 (0)20 8916 2222 • F: +44 (0)20 8916 2223

E: sales@wallbarn.com • W: www.wallbarn.com


